
U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  D U R H A M

TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE

19 March 2002

Present:   Professor A Bilsborough  (Chairman), Dr G Bromiley, Professor B Gower, Mr A
Heesom, Dr E Kirkman, Dr N Martin, Mrs A MacNamara, Dr K Orford, Dr C Peirce, with Ms
B Ollerenshaw (Secretary).  In attendance: Mrs M King (for item 90).

The Chairman congratulated Dr Kirkman on his promotion to Senior Lecturer.

MINUTES

81. MINUTES
Confirmed:

(a) the Minutes of the meeting held on 14 February 2002;
Document TLC/01/96 – filed with the Minutes

(b) the Report to Senate from the meeting held on 14 February 2002.
Document TLC/01/97 – filed with the Minutes

82. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES

QAA Review of Politics (Minute 72, (b))

Received:
the most recent letter sent by the Chairman to QAA regarding the draft report on
Politics; Document TLC/01/98 – filed with the Minutes

Reported:
that a further response had been received from QAA indicating that they regarded
negotiations over the text of the report as being at an end and intended to publish it.
The Chairman had contacted QAA to make it clear that the University objected to this
decision, and a further delay in publication had been secured.

83. REPORT FROM SENATE

Received: an extract from the minutes of the Senate meeting held on 5 March 2002.
Document TLC/01/99 – filed with the Minutes

84. MATTERS OF REPORT
(a) Membership of TLC

Reported:

(i) that Professor Harris had resigned from TLC with immediate effect;

(ii) that Mrs MacNamara would be leaving the University after Easter to
take up a new post;

(iii) that the Dean of Colleges had nominated Dr Jane Taylor of
Collingwood College as his nominee in succession to Mrs
MacNamara;

(iv) that a member of TLC would need to be asked to take oversight of
part-time programmes;

(v) that the Dean of Social Sciences had identified a member of the
Faculty to be nominated as a member of TLC from October 2002 and
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was approaching another colleague to represent the Faculty on TLC for
the Easter Term;

Agreed:

(i) that Professor Harris be thanked for his hard work on behalf of TLC
over many years especially in relation to examinations and assessment;

(ii) that Mrs MacNamara be thanked for her contribution to TLC and in
particular for her commitment to part-time provision;

(iii) that the Chairman discuss with the Deans the nomination of a member
of TLC to take oversight of examinations and assessment for the Easter
Term; (Action: AB)

(b) Changes to degree regulations
Reported: that the Chairman had approved changes to regulations on behalf of
TLC as follows with effect from October 2002:
(i) certificate/diploma/degree in Community Studies (Community Youth

Work Specialism);

(ii) BA and BSc in Archaeology (full-time and part-time); BA in
Archaeology & History (full-time and part-time); Anthropology and
Archaeology; Ancient History and Archaeology; Archaeology modules
for BA Combined Honours in Social Sciences;

(iii) BA in English Literature; English Literature and
History/Linguistics/Music/Latin/Philosophy; BA Medieval Studies;
BA Classical Studies and English Literature;

(iv) BA Sport in the Community; BA Sport, Health and Exercise;

(v) BSc Biology, Cell Biology, Ecology, Molecular Biology and
Biochemistry, Plant Sciences, Zoology (including parallel programmes
with industrial placements);

(vi) new MSci route in  Biology and Chemistry with Natural Sciences;

(vii) MSci Geological Sciences; MSci Geophysical Sciences; BSc
Environmental Geosciences; BSc Geology; BSc Geology and
Geophysics; BSc Geophysics; BSc Earth Sciences and parallel
Ordinary degrees;

(viii) BSc Mathematics; BA & BSc Mathematics (European Studies); BA
Mathematics and Economics; BSc Mathematics and Physics;
Mathematics modules for BSc Natural Sciences; BSc Biomedical
Sciences;

(ix) BA Business
(x) Finance; Finance with a European Language;

(xi) BA Politics; Politics (European Studies); Politics and Sociology/with
Law; Economics/Law/Russian/Chinese and Politics; Law with Politics;
Politics modules for Combined Honours;

(xii) BA Sociology (full-time and Part-time); Sociology and Social Policy;
Anthropology and Sociology; Sociology and History (full-time and
part-time); Sociology with Law; Sociology and Social Policy modules
for Combined Honours;

(xiii) BA Music/Philosophy/Classics and Theology; Theology; Theology
modules for Combined Honours and BA(Ed);

(xiv) BA Human Sciences; BSc Health and Human Sciences;

(xv) changes to Business School modules affecting the BAs in
Chinese/Japanese and Management Studies;

(xvi) BA in East Asian Studies;
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(xvii) BA and BSc Geography (including parallel European Studies
programmes); BA Geography and the Cities;

(xviii) BA in History (full-time and part-time); History with
French/German/Russian; English Literature/ Archaeology/ Politics/
Sociology/ Economics and History; Medieval Studies; history modules
for Combined Honours; Chinese with History; Ancient Medieval and
Modern History;

(xix) BA and BSc Ed programmes in Primary Education (including
specialisms in ICT and Science);

(xx) BA and BSc in Geography and Geography (European Studies);
Geography modules for Combined Honours;

(xxi) BSc in Artificial Intelligence; Computer Science; Computer Science
with European Studies; Computer Science and Mathematics;
Information Systems Management; Software Engineering; Ordinary
Degree in Computer Science;

(xxii) BA in Modern European Languages; Russian; Russian and Politics;
Russian with Central and East European Area Studies; modern
languages modules for Combined Honours;

(xxiii) BSc Applied Psychology; BA/BSc Psychology; BA Psychology and
Anthropology/Sociology/Philosophy;

(xxiv) BA in Combined Honours in Social Sciences.

(c) Graduate School Committee

Received:
an extract from the Minutes of the Graduate School Committee which
confirmed acceptance of the draft policy on equal opportunities in teaching and
learning.

Document TLC/01/100 – filed with the Minutes

85. CHAIRMAN’S BUSINESS

University Restructuring

Reported:
that, as part of the process of University restructuring, it had been decided that a review
be undertaken of the numbers of students registered on modules and programmes to
ensure that provision was viable and to eliminate duplication.  This review would be
undertaken by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor and the Deans, with the Academic Registrar.

86. WORKING GROUP ON LEARNING OUTCOMES AND RELATED QA
MATTERS

Considered:

extracts from the minutes of faculty TLCs that gave comment on the working group
report:

(a) Faculty of Arts Document TLC/01/101 – filed with the Minutes

(b) Faculty of Social Sciences

Document TLC/01/102 – filed with the Minutes
(c) Faculty of Science Document TLC/01/103 – filed with the Minutes

(d) Faculty of Health, Medicine and Environment
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Document TLC/01/104 – field with the Minutes

Reported:

(a) that the Faculty of Arts had accepted most of the recommendations and
recognised the justice of the changes proposed even where they would result in
additional work;

(b) that some Arts departments remained concerned about the need to define
modules at a particular level.  However the extension of the ‘adjacent year
rule’ to allow 40 credits to be taken from a lower level, and the option to share
teaching of similar modules between levels should alleviate the difficulties
which were anticipated.  Comments from individual departments would be
considered by the Working Group;

(c) that TLC was aware, as noted by the Social Sciences TLC, of the different
approaches to teaching and learning in different subject areas;

(d) that the Science Faculty was generally pleased with the proposals, although
there were some concerns about standardising the pass-mark at 40%;

(e) that faculty TLCs appeared happy with the proposals regarding resit
opportunities at Levels 2, 3 and 4 although there remained some concern
within TLC that this would increase the number of students awarded a Pass
degree.  On the basis of the current marking conventions and regulations the
number might increase from 1% to 10% of graduates;

(f) that the Health, Medicine and Environment TLC had questioned the
appropriateness of the descriptors to the MBBS, a five-year programme leading
to an unclassified degree.  There was no reason, however, why the descriptors
for the Diploma (Level 2) should not be applicable and it was likely that they
would be compatible with any used at Newcastle because all universities were
following descriptors in the National Qualifications Framework;

(g) that the MBBS course team had been concerned that their students might be
required to reach a higher standard in some respects to progress than those
demanded by the university-level descriptors.  However the University
descriptors were inevitably generic and all subject areas would make subject-
specific demands above and beyond the generic requirements.  These would be
articulated in the relevant programme specifications and assessment criteria;

Agreed:

that the comments of the Faculty TLCs be passed on to the Working Group and that the
Working Group be specifically asked to consider:
(a) the concerns of the Social Sciences TLC regarding the balance between the

outcomes achieve by ‘all’ graduates and those achieved by ‘typical’ graduates
in the qualification descriptors;

(b) how the achievement should be recognised of students undertaking a four-year
undergraduate Masters degree who passed Level 3 but failed Level 4 or wished
to withdraw at the end of Level 3 for personal reasons.  The Science Faculty
TLC wished to be able to give such students a Bachelors degree since their
achievements to date would be comparable with those required in such a
programme but did not want to devalue the relevant BSc/BEng programme in
the process;

(c) that the MBBS course team be asked to consider further any specific areas of
difficulty posed by the descriptors and bring these to the Working Group for
consideration.  (Action: EK)

87. UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES IN IMEIS

Reported:
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that a University Review of taught programmes in the Institute of Middle Eastern and
Islamic Studies was carried out on 8-9 January 2002;

Received: a copy of the review report
Document TLC/01/105 – filed with the Minutes

Considered:
(a) revalidation of the undergraduate programmes for a period of 6 years with

effect from October 2002;
Document TLC/01/106 – filed with the Minutes

(b) any other issues arising from the report;

Noted:
(a) the large number of programmes offered by IMEIS and the concern of the

review team as to whether the Institute was using its resources in the most
effective way;

(b) the enthusiasm of the staff and students and their commitment to the existing
portfolio of programmes;

(c) that departments needed to consider the administrative load at departmental
level and for the central administration associated with the proliferation of
programmes, for example in drafting and maintaining programme
specifications;

(d) that the ‘named pathway’ approach adopted by the Faculty of Science worked
very effectively.  IMEIS had resisted this approach because they felt that a
range of individually identified degree programmes would enhance
recruitment.  While students supported this view it was also the case that
recruitment to many of the programmes was extremely low;

(e) that IMEIS had responded rapidly and positively to their QAA report although
the review had identified a few areas in which procedures could be
strengthened;

(f) that the review team had been very impressed with the commitment of the staff
and students to their programmes and that TLC wished to endorse the
commendations in the report;

Agreed:

that the Dean of Social Sciences convey to IMEIS the concerns of TLC regarding the
proliferation of modules and programmes particularly in the light of the review of
teaching provision in the context of University Restructuring (see minute 85 above).

(Action: AH)
(See also Minute 88 below).

88. UNIVERSITY REVIEW OF PROGRAMMES IN DEAS

Reported:

that the University Review of taught programmes in the Department of East Asian
Studies was carried out on 22-23 January 2002
Received: a copy of the review report

Document TLC/01/107 – filed with the Minutes
Considered:

(a) revalidation of the undergraduate programmes for a period of 6 years with
effect from October 2002;
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Document TLC/01/107a – filed with the Minutes

(b) other issues arising from the report;

Noted:
(a) that DEAS, like IMEIS, offered a large number of programmes and modules

many of which attracted small numbers of students.  As with IMEIS, the
review team had been concerned that the Department was spreading its limited
resources very thinly and incurring administrative costs for relatively small
FTE-based income.  The team had had evidence that the student learning
experience was in some cases adversely affected by this situation and was also
concerned that it would jeopardise the Department’s research activities;

(b) the large amount of practice commended by the review team, including support
for students before, during and following the year abroad; communication with
part-time staff; the approachability of all staff and the compact, friendly
atmosphere of the Department;

(c) the suggestion that the Department explore the possibility of sharing language
laboratory resources with IMEIS in its new building;

(d) that the Faculty of Science managed its joint and ‘with’ degrees through a
faculty-wide structure which preserved flexibility and choice for students while
achieving economies of scale in management and administration;

(e) that DEAS set a minimum limit of only 3 students per module.  It was likely
that the review of programmes and modules (see item 85 above) would expect
a higher threshold;

(f) that in over-stretched departments it was not uncommon to find that a whole
topic or subject area depended on one individual;

(g) that the current cycle of internal reviews was taking into account departments’
responses to their QAA reviews (which was in most cases more recent than the
previous internal review) and commented on the ways in which the
recommendations had been addressed;

(h) that the input of the external subject specialists varied significantly, and did not
necessarily depend on whether the individual was a trained QAA reviewer:
some excellent externals had not such training while one of the less effective
externals was a QAA reviewer.  It was important that the externals be
nominated by the departments concerned to ensure that the individuals
commanded respect and credibility among departmental colleagues;

(i) that not all external subject specialists were able to attend the pre-meeting 3
weeks ahead of the review.  Given the difficulty of co-ordinating diaries this
was inevitable but consideration could be given when the current TQEF
funding expired to introducing a reduced fee for those who did not attend the
pre-meeting.  All externals, whether they attended the pre-meeting or not,
could be asked to produce initial comments in writing for that meeting;

Agreed:

(a) that the members and secretaries of the review teams be thanked for their hard
work;

(b) that the Dean of Arts convey to DEAS the concerns of TLC regarding the
proliferation of modules and programmes, particularly in the light of the
review of teaching provision in the context of University Restructuring (see
minute 85 above);  (Action: GB)

(c) that external subject specialists on University Review teams be asked to
produce written comments for discussion at the pre-meetings.  (Action: BO)

89. UNIVERSITY REVIEW SCHEDULE
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Reported:

that with changes to the QAA procedure the original intention of scheduling University
Reviews 3 years ahead of QAA reviews had fallen into abeyance.  However the plan to
review all programmes internally every 6 years remained, but with slightly more
flexibility about the scheduling in each six-year cycle;

Considered:
a revised schedule for University Reviews;

Document TLC/01/108 – filed with the Minutes
Noted:

(a) that, following the pattern set by previous internal and external reviews, the
schedule did not spread reviews evenly between faculties in each year;

(b) that it might be possible to make adjustments to the next cycle of internal
reviews, once a secure basis had been established, to even out the workload
between faculties.  It would not be appropriate to do this while the faculty
structure was still under discussion;

Agreed:  that the schedule be approved.

90. TIMETABLING
Considered:
a paper from the Head of Student Planning and Assessment regarding the
harmonisation of the timetable between Durham and Stockton and the introduction of
timetabling software Syllabus Plus.

Document TLC/01/109 – filed with the Minutes
Noted:
(a) the need to computerise the timetabling system to accommodate classes in the

light of increasing students numbers which was making it almost impossible to
find adequate room-space.  The computerised system would maximise the use
of rooms and the options for student choices;

(b) the need to harmonise the timetables between Durham and Stockton to
facilitate sharing of modules between the two sites;

(c) that the software could take into account:
(i) room capacity
(ii) time taken to travel between sites
(iii) staff availability (e.g. to protect ‘research days’)
(iv) student option choices;
(v) team-teaching in which different staff are responsible for different

weeks of teaching in a given module;
(d) that the timetable would be established on the basis of actual option choices for

returning students and the previous year’s choices for Level 1. Timetable slots
might change from year to year to accommodate variations in student
pathways.  This would be more efficient than the current manual timetable
which had to anticipate the widest possible range of option combinations,
although many of them would not in fact be taken up;

(e) that priority would have to be given to the use of rooms if the University
timetable was to continue to be workable;

(f) that the timetable would reflect specific teaching activities (e.g. a 2-hour
seminar, a 1-hour lecture);

(g) that Chairmen/women of Boards of Studies would be asked to authorise
requests by academic staff to keep certain periods of  time free from
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teaching, for example to protect research time.  It would not be realistic to
exclude certain timetable slots routinely (e.g. Mondays, Fridays, 9am, 5pm);

(h) that the provisional timetable would be issued after the June registration
period;

(i) that the review of programmes and modules (see item 85 above) might relieve
some of the pressure on the timetable;

Agreed:

that the proposals be supported and the Student Planning and Assessment Section be
asked to progress the implementation of Syllabus Plus as proposed.

91. HARMONISATION OF STOCKTON AND DURHAM REGULATIONS

Considered:

(a) revised core regulations for programmes at Stockton which:

(i) removed all text covered in the Durham core regulations and referred
readers to those regulations;

(ii) revised terminology, e.g. deleting references to semesters and
replacing Stage with Level;

(iii) retained progression, assessment and classification regulations based
on 12 modules per year for programmes which had not yet moved to a
20-credit modular system.  The programmes to which these regulations
applied (and where relevant the levels within programmes) were
specified in the regulations;

Document TLC/01/110 – filed with the Minutes

(b) revised Foundation Year regulations which clarified the progression from
Level 0 to named degree pathways at Level 1;

Document/TLC/01/111 – filed with the Minutes
Agreed:
(a) minor amendments to the core UDSC regulations.  A revised copy is attached

as Appendix I;
(b) to approve the changes to the Foundation Year regulations;

Recommended:  that Senate approve the revised core regulations.

92. PART-TIME DEGREE PROGRAMMES
Considered:
a report on part-time degree programmes from Mrs Ann MacNamara

Document TLC/01/112 ~ filed with the Minutes
Noted:
(a) the importance of part-time provision to widening participation and the

University’s commitment to the local community;
(b) the tension between the desirability of offering part-time provision and the

demands it makes on academic staff, particularly in terms of recruitment and
student support;

(c) that colleges were not resourced to support large numbers of part-time
students;

(d) that the Department of Archaeology was one of three departments to be given
an additional member of staff to support part-time provision when CLL
students were incorporated into mainstream departmental structures.  The
appointee had devoted significant time to recruiting and supporting
part-time students as a result of which the Department of Archaeology had
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a substantial cohort of part-time students;
(e) that the only dedicated part-time programmes now remaining were

Environmental Science (terminating in July 2002); Community and Youth
Work (which was under review because the course team did not consider it to
be viable) and IT (also under review; validation of a revised degree programme
had been suspended);

(f) that part-time provision was not part of the University’s core mission.  It was
more realistic to welcome part-time students into the full-time programmes but
many part-time students could not manage work and childcare responsibilities
around the full-time timetable.  They also needed early notification of the
relevant timetable slots to arrange release from work and childcare;

(g) that the next meeting of representatives of departments operating part-time
provision would focus on recruitment, and be attended by the Director of
Marketing;

(h) that changes to programmes were driven by the needs of full-time students and
often neglected the problems of part-time students who were part-way through
the Level concerned;

(i) that the University would wish to review carefully any further proposals for
part-time provision in the light of student numbers and resource constraints;

(j) that a few full-time students were seeking concessions to transfer to part-time
mode;

(k) that the clawback operated by HEFCE was substantially the result of under-
recruitment of part-time students.  It was questionable whether it was feasible
for Durham to compete with Teesside and Sunderland in this market;

Agreed:

to thank Mrs MacNamara for an informative report and for her support and
commitment to the part-time provision.

93. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COLLEGES AND DEPARTMENTS

Reported:

(a) that Senior Tutors’ Committee had

(i) asked that colleges be informed by departments about:
� initial departmental warnings regarding absence or failure to

submit work;
� official departmental warnings;
� grants of extensions for the submission of work;

(ii) proposed that permission to be absent from college be granted only
when departmental consent is given;

(iii) asked that colleges be kept informed of Keeping of Term letters, as
already happens.  No change is envisaged to this aspect of the
procedure;

(b) that the Teaching and Learning Handbook currently included under the
Keeping of Term procedures the statement that ‘if there is concern about any
aspect of a student’s attendance or work the Department or College concerned
should keep each other informed of action required or taken’.

Considered:

the suggestions in (a) above for inclusion in the Teaching and Learning
Handbook.
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Noted:
(a) that it would be desirable to achieve a common standard in terms of the flow of

information between departments and colleges on student progress.  Current
practice varied widely: some departments passed on minor details to colleges;
others communicated nothing until a situation had become very serious;

(b) that it was desirable not to over-burden either departments or colleges with the
flow of paper involved.  In particular, informing colleges of all extensions
given for the submission of assessed work would create an immense amount of
bureaucracy and most such cases were of minor significance.  Cases which
were sufficiently significant to initiate a Grace Period or Keeping of Term
procedure were communicated to colleges by the Faculty Office;

(c) that it was appropriate for departments to inform colleges about initial and
official departmental warnings given to students and this was covered in
principle by the current wording of the Teaching and Learning Handbook. This
could be reinforced in the training sessions to be held to cover the revised
Keeping of Term procedure;

(d) that any information supplied should be targeted to ensure that only those who
needed to know were informed.  This was important to comply with the Data
Protection Act;

(e) that students should not be allowed to absent themselves from residence if this
involved missing academic commitments.  This would not affect ‘signing-out’
for a weekend away.  The bureaucracy of obtaining permission from
departments in such cases was potentially significant, and complex where
students were studying modules in more than one department.  It would be
preferable for colleges to require students to sign a declaration that they had no
academic commitments for the period in question or to provide evidence of
permission to miss those commitments, together with a statement that to
provide misinformation would be a disciplinary offence;

Agreed:

that Senior Tutors’ Committee be asked

(a) to clarify the circumstances in which it would wish colleges to be informed of
grants of extensions for the submission of assessed work, in the light of the
comments above;

(b) to consider (e) above as a response to the Committee’s concerns about granting
permission to be absent from college.  (Action: NM)

94. EXTERNAL EXAMINERS’ REPORTS

Reported:

that with the resignation of Prof. Harris from TLC the annual report following the
reports of Deans on external examiners’ reports had not been collated;

Received:

the reports direct from the Deans on their respective faculties:

(a) Faculty of Arts Document TLC/01/113 – filed with the Minutes

(b) Faculty of Social Sciences
Document TLC/01/114 – filed with the Minutes

(c) Faculty of Science Document TLC/01/115 – filed with the Minutes

(d) Faculty of Health, Medicine and Environment
Document TLC/01/116 – filed with the Minutes

Considered:  issues of policy arising from the reports;
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Noted:

(a) that issues arising in all faculties had been pursued by the Deans with the
relevant departments;

(b) the good practice in the Department of Theology of convening a small group to
consider medical evidence to support the maintenance of anonymity at the
meeting of the Board of Examiners;

(c) concern that Combined Honours students did not feel fully accepted into their
departments in Arts and Social Sciences;

(d) that some external examiners were in favour of replacing degree classification
with the use of transcripts;

(e) that concerns had been raised by students in several departments about the
resourcing of the university library (see also item 97 below);

(f) the concern expressed by the external examiner for Sport about the resourcing
of the Durham programme, which reflected similar concerns about library
provision for the Stockton programme voiced by the QAA review team.

95. NEW DEGREE PROGRAMMES
Considered:

approval of the following new degree programmes as recommended by TLC’s
validation panel: BA in Finance (European Language).  This was a three-year version
of the four-year degree including a year abroad which had been approved last year.
The programme specification, regulations and validation panel approval form were
received. Document TLC/01/117 - filed with the Minutes

Recommended:

that Senate approve the introduction of the programme with effect from October 2002.

96. FACULTY OF ARTS TLC SUB-COMMITTEE

Received:
the minutes of the meeting of the Arts TLC Sub-Committee for 15 February 2002;

Document TLC/01/118 – filed with the Minutes

Considered:

(a) the following issues brought specifically to the attention of TLC:

(i) the need to keep the use of a mark pro forma under review (Minute 13
(b) refers);

(ii) concern that the use of self-certification may make it difficult for
students to obtain a medical certificate when required (Minute 17 (b)
refers).

(b) any other matters of concern;

Noted:

(a) that, as in Social Sciences, concern had been expressed about the use of a mark
pro forma and that TLC was asked to review the implementation of this
procedure in due course;

(b) that TLC would consider specific problems in relation to self-
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certification if this created problems for Boards of Examiners.

97. FACULTY OF SCIENCE TLC SUB-COMMITTEE

Received:

the minutes of the meeting of the Science TLC Sub-Committee for  13 February 2002;
Document TLC/01/119 – filed with the Minutes

Considered:
(a) the following issues brought specifically to the attention of TLC:

concerns about library funding (Minute 16 (a) refers);

(b) other matters of concern;

Noted:

(a) the very serious concern of all faculties about the decline in the purchasing
power of the library budget in the light of level cash funding and increasing
costs of books and journals;

(b) that the Dean had asked members of Faculty TLC to consider at departmental
level: including students in the annual review of teaching and considering
benchmarks and First Destination Statistics as part of the annual review.

98. FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES TLC SUB-COMMITTEE
Received:

the minutes of the meeting of the Social Sciences TLC Sub-Committee for  11 February
2002; Document TLC/01/120 - filed with the Minutes

Considered:

(a) the following issues brought specifically to the attention of TLC:
(i) concern about the additional workload imposed by the use of mark pro

formas (Minute 14 (b));
(ii) a request that TLC consider means of detecting plagiarism (Minute 14

(c));

(b) other matters of concern;

Noted:

(a) the concern about the use of pro formas (see item 96 above);

(b) that faculty TLC had been more concerned about punishing plagiarism than
about detection as such, which was a matter for the academic team concerned.
The Deans’ workshops on managing plagiarism panels would spread good
practice in respect of dealing with suspected plagiarism.

99. FACULTY OF HEALTH, MEDICINE AND ENVIRONMENT TLC
SUB-COMMITTEE
Received:

the minutes of the meeting of the Social Sciences TLC Sub-Committee for  30 January
2002; Document TLC/01/121 - filed with the Minutes

Considered:  matters arising from the minutes of concern to TLC;

Noted:

that the late module changes anticipated in the light of experience of the
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first year of teaching the MBBS had in fact proved to be very minor.  The MBBS was
working well and the course team was to be congratulated.

100. VALIDATION SUB-COMMITTEE
Received:
the minutes of the meeting of the Validation TLC Sub-Committee for 4  February 2002;

Document TLC/01/122 - filed with the Minutes
Considered:

(a) the following issues brought specifically to the attention of TLC:
(i) Diploma in Crime Scene Examination

the revalidation of the Diploma in Crime Scene Examination for six
years following a Periodic Review of the programme in October 2001.
A copy of the review report was received (Minute 17 (a) (i) refers);

Document TLC/01/123 – filed with the Minutes
(ii) Postgraduate Diploma in Cognitive Therapy

a proposal to pay a flat-rate fee to the external examiner and the
university assessor for this programme (Minute 17 (b) (ii) refers);

(iii) MA in Theology and Ministry
a proposal for the retrospective registration of modules taken on a
‘stand-alone’ basis by candidates who subsequently register for the
MA within 12 months of successfully completing the modules.  A
proposal document was received (Minute 17 (c ) (iv) refers);

Document TLC/01/124 – filed with the Minutes

(iv) Standing Orders
a proposal to revise the Standing Orders of Validation Sub Committee
to reflect changes in the Periodic Review cycle (Minute 19 refers).

(b) and other matters of concern to TLC;

Noted:

(a) that the enquiry from NEOC (the North East Ordination Course) was being
progressed.  Its outcome was subject to the University receiving quota for these
students from HEFCE;

(b) that the proposal to pay a flat-rate fee to the external examiner and university
assessor for the Diploma in Cognitive Therapy had arisen because significant
fluctuations in student numbers had caused the fee to fluctuate from year to
year.  A move to a flat-rate fee for all programmes would be consistent with
the approach now taken to validation fees (which were no longer based on
student numbers) and allow partner institutions to plan their budgets;

(c) that the proposal to allow students who had taken individual modules from the
MA in Theology and Ministry to count these towards study of the full MA was
actually a case of APL and should be presented as such.  The regulations
should include the time-period permitted (as proposed) and clarify how the
marks from the APL modules would be incorporated into the final averaging
process for the award of a distinction and into any transcript;

(d) that the proposed changes to the Sub-Committee’s Standing Orders reflected
the revised periodic review cycle mirroring the University’s internal review
cycle and allowing a sufficient period of time for concerns to be addressed
before validation is terminated;

Agreed:
(a) that the flat-rate fees in respect of the Diploma in Cognitive Therapy

be approved;
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(b) that the Dean discuss further with the course leader the regulations for APL in
respect of the MA in Theology and Ministry;

Recommended: that Senate approve:

(a) the revalidation of the Diploma in Crime Scene Examination (Harperley Hall)
for six years with effect from October 2002;

(b) revisions to item 6 of the Standing Orders of Validation Sub-Committee with
effect from October 2002 to read:
‘to conduct review of validated programmes of study in the Easter Term of the
fourth year of each six-year validation period’ (replacing ‘…… penultimate
year of each five-year validation period).

101. SOCIAL SCIENCES QA PANEL
Received:  the minutes of the Social Sciences QA Panel meeting held on 27 February
2002; Document TLC/01/125 – filed with the Minutes

Considered: issues arising from the minutes, especially the need to consider university
strategies for student support and learning resources;
Noted:
(a) that student support and learning resources might be raised as strategic issues

by the Institutional review;

(b) that the proposals for University Restructuring included the suggestion that a
senior officer be appointed to co-ordinate student support issues.  The review
of the colleges was also considering the need for a consistent approach to
student support and for improved communication between the various welfare
and support agencies;

Agreed:

(a) that no action be taken in relation to student support until the reviews
mentioned above had been completed;

(b) that Strategy Committee be advised that the QAA review of Economics had
asked about a University strategy for learning resources.  (Action: BO)

102. DATE OF NEXT MEETING

Reported: that the next meeting of TLC would be held on Tuesday 30 April 2002 at
9:15am in the Council Room, Old Shire Hall.

103. ITEMS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION

(a) Part-Time degrees: monitor recruitment (Minute 153(a), 31 May 2001);

(b) Classification of degrees including a year abroad (Minute 159, 31 May 2001) –
review in light of experience.


